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ABSTRACT 
Following the Burdine approach. a theory is presented 
that develops the functional relationships among saturation, 
pressure difference , and the permeabUities of air and liquid 
in terms of hydraulic properties of partially saturated porous 
media. Procedures for determining these hydrauliC properties 
from capillary pressure - de saturation curves are described. 
Air a nd liquid permeabilities as a function of saturation and 
capillary pressure are predicted from the experimentally deter-
mined hydraulic properties. 
The theory also describes the requirements for Simili-
tude between a.ny two flow systems in porous media occupied by 
two immiscible fluid phases when the nonwetting phase is static 
and the now of the wetting phase is described by Darcy's law. 
The requirements for similitude are expressed in terms of the 
hydraulic properties of porous media. 
ii 
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NOTA TlON AND DEF1NITIONS 
c - A subscript meaning "effective", 
, Porosity--the volume of pore space expressed a s 
a fracUon of bulk volume of the porous 
medium--dimensions: none. 
'e - Effective porosity - -,{i - Sr>--dimensions: none. 
h - The elevation of a point in a porous medium 
above a datum - -dimensions: L 
k - Shape factor--a dimensionless parameter which 
depends on the geometry of pore space but 
not on size~-dimensions: none . 
K - The maximum permeability to a particular fluid 
phase when only one phaae occupiea the 
media - -dimensions: LZ • It is sometimes 
called "intrinsic permeability". With porous 
media that are stable In the presence of the 
fluids occupying them, K is a function of 
the ieometry of the media. It is not a 
function of the viscosity or specific weiaht 
of the fluid. 
Effective permeability--the permeability of a 
porous medium to a particular fluid phase 
when the medium is occupied by more than 
one fluid phase--dimensions: Ll . 
- Ke /K 
Kx - The component of K in the x - direction--dimen-
sions: Ll • 
L - Length--dis tance between two points in a porous 





Effective length--distance traversed by differ-
ential fluid elements in moving between two 
points in a porous medium--dimensions: L. 
l.ength--the distance between two points in a 
porous medium in the x - direction--dimen-
sions: L • 
Hydraulic radius--for tubes of uniform cross 
section, the cross-sectional area divided by 
the wetted perimeter. For tubes of non-
uniform cross-section, the average hydrau-
lic radius is assumed to be the volume ot the 
tube divided by its internal surface area--
dimensions: L • 
A subs c ript meaning "non-wettini phase". A 
non-wetting fluid phase is a fluid that does 
not directly contact the solid surfaces in the 
presence of another fluid which wets the 
surface. In an air-water system, for ex-
ample, water is usually the wetting and air 
the non-wetting phase. 
Pressure--usually a measure of the compressive 
force of fluid at a point and in the case of a 
static fluid it usually is the average intensity 
of the surface force acting on the fluid ele -
ment as a point. In the case of a wetting 
fluid in porous media where adsorptive 
forces act, the meaning is expanded to the 
quantity which is measured by a tenSiometer 
at atmospheric pressure--dimensiona: 
FL-Z 
P' - Piezometric pressure--the quantity P + y h. --
dimenaiona: FL- Z 
Pb - Bubbling pressure--approximately the minimum, Pc on the drainage cycle at which a contin-
uous non-wetting phase exists in a porous 
medium. For a more rigorous definition 
v 
q -
see section on eXperimental methods--
dimensions: F .L - Z • 
- Capillary pressure--the pressure difference 
Ip - P,)--dimensions' FL- Z nw .• 
Volume flux--the maximum component of the vol-
ume rate of discharie ot a flowing fluid per 
unit area of the bulk .medium. In an isotropic 
medium the area referred t o is a cross-
section perpendicular to the potential ira-
dient producing the flow--dimensions: LT- 1 
q - Component of q in the x-direction- -dimensions : 
x LT - 1 • 
r - A radial diatance--dimension: L--also a sub-
script meaning "ratio" or "residual". 
S - Saturation - -the ratio of the volume of wetting fluid 
to the volume of interconnected pore space in 
a bulk element of the medium--dimensions: 
none. 
5e - Effe~tive s.aturation --given by {S - Sr> / (l - Sr> - -dimenSions: none. 
Sr - The residual saturation--a saturation at which 
the theory asaumes that Kew is zero and 
is a maximum. The method of deter-Kenw 
mining is given in Appendix n. 
T - Tortuosity--the ratio {Le / L)Z --dimensiona; none . 
u - A component of fluid velocity in the direction x--
dimensiona: LT- t . 
u - Mean value of u - -the average value of u over a 
cross - section of fluid perpendicular to x--
dimensions: LT-1 . 
v - The total velocity vector--the vector sum of u. 
v, and w the components of fluid velocity 
in the x, y, and z coordinate direct ions 
respectively--dimensions: LT- l . 
v - Volume--dimensions: Ll • 
w - A subscript meaning wetting phase. A ~uld that 
wets the solid surtaces of the media. In an 
air-water system, water is the wettine phase. 
y - Specific weight of fluid--weight per unit volume of 
fiuid--dimensions: FL-3 . 
IJ. - Denotes a difference. 
v - Denotes the gradient operator. 
v. - Denotes the gradient operator with resllect to 
scaled coordinate distances . 
div - Denotes the divergence operator. 
Div. - Denotes the divergence operator with respect 
to scaled coordinate distances. 
£ - The exponent in the equation: Krw " Se £ • 
" - The exponent in the equation: Krw" (Pb/P c)" 
,\ - The exponent in the equation: 5 "(Pb /P»)' e , 
called the pore-Size distribution index. 
IJ _- DynamiC vtscosity--dimenaions: FLZT- 1 
IJl - Square microna--a unit of permeability--
dimensions: L Z • 
f1 - Interfacial tension--dimenaioDs: FL -1 • 
HYDRAUUC PROPERTIES OF POROUS MEDIA.!.! 
R. H. Brooks and 'A. T. Corey?:'! 
INTRODUCTION 
Irrigation and drainage engineers are faced 
with the problem of getting water into or out of so11. 
In either case, the flow phenomenon involved is flow 
through partially saturated porous media. When water 
enters a soil, air must be replaced; and when water is 
removed, air must enter. The flow, therefore, in-
volves two largely immiscible fluids; air and water. 
Most of the literature describing flow of two 
immiscible fluids is found in journals concerned with 
petroleum technology or with soil physics. Because 
the language in some of the literature is unfamiliar 
and because much of it is qualitative in nature, 
drainage and irrigation engineers have not made use 
of the available information concerning two-phase 
flow, In the des)gn of drainage and irrigation systems , 
engineers (with rare exceptions) have made the simpli-
fying assumptions that soil is either completely sat-
urated with water or it is ,completely unsaturated and 
that resistance to flow of air (associated with the move-
ment of water into and out of soil) is negligible. Such 
~J Contribution from the Soil and Water Conse!;,"vation 
Research Division, Agricultural Research Service, 
USDA, and the Agricultural Engineering Dept. , 
Colorado State University. 
?:.! Research Agricultural Engineer, USDA, and 
Professor, Agricultural Engineering, Colorado 
State University, Fort Collins, Colorado, respe c-
tively. 
assumptions are in most cases far from realistic. In 
real cases , there exist fun ctional relationships among 
the saturation, the pressure difference between air 
and water, and the permeabilities of air and water. 
The purpose of this paper is to describe these func-
tional relationships and the properties of porous media 
which affect them. The experimental evidence pre-
sented indicates that these functional relationships 
(for isotropic media) can be described in terms of two 
pertinent soil parameters, One of these parameters 
is called the ''bubbling pressure" which is related to 
the maximum pore-size forming a continuous network 
or fl ow channels within the medium. The other param-
eter is called the "pore-size distribution index " which 
evaluates the distribution of sizes of the flow channels 
within a particular porous medium. 
Theory is presented which develops the func-
tional relationships among saturation, the pressure 
diIference, and the permeabilities or air and water in 
terms of the bubbling pressure a'nd the distribution 
index. The theory also describes the requirements 
Cor similitude between any two flow systems in porous 
media occupied by two immiscible fluid phases when 
the nonwetting phase is static and the flow or the 
wetting phase is described by Darcy ' s law. The re -
quirements for similitude are also expressed in terms 
of the bubbllng pressure a nd the pore-Size distribution 
index. 
Methods of measuring the bubbling pressure 
and the pore-Size distribution index are presented, 
and the problem of selecting suitable porous media 
for use in laboratory models is discussed. 
BACKGROUND 
In the two-fluid system dis cussed herein, the 
fluids are assumed to be immiscible. They are re-
ferred to as the nonwetting and wetting phases. Even 
though the discussion is confined to a gas -liquid 
system, the theory applies to any two-fluid system in 
which the fluids are immiscible. 
A convenient way to determine which phase is 
the wetting phase is to consider the two fluids in a 
capillary tube. At the interface of the two fluids, the 
curvature is always concave toward the wetting fluid. 
For example, in a mercury-air system, the air is the 
wetting phase; whereas in an air -water system, the 
air is the nonwetting phase. In the experiments con -
ducted for this paper the two fluids were air and oil. 
It is assumed that Darcy ' s equation applies to 
flow of both the gas and liquid phases occupying a 
porous medium . For this assumption to be valid, 
both phases must form continuous networks within the 
medium and any isolated bubbles of gas must be re-
garded as part of the porous matrix. Darcy's equa-
tion is written as 
( I) 
m which q is the component of volume flux in the 
x- direction,x 'i is the specific weight of the fluid, ~ 
is the viscosity, t.h and bP are the difference in 
elevation and pressure respectively over the distance 
Lx In the x-direction, and Kx is the permeability 
in the x-direction. The volume flux qx is the volume 
of fluid (liquid or gas) passing a unit cross-sectional 
area of the porous mediuJl1 perpendicular to the x-
direction in a unit of time. The permeability Kx 
has dimensions of length squarec\ and it is sometimes 
called "intrinsic permeability". For a stable, homo -
geneous , isotropic medium with pores containing 
only one fluid, permeability is a constant and is con -
sidered a property of the medium, 
When two immiscible fluids occupy the pores 
of a porous matrix, the permeability to one fluid phtBe 
is called "effective permeability," Ke' For a 
homogeneous isotropic medium containing a fluid of 
constant and uniform density, 





where q is the largest component of nux (which is 
in the direction of vP* and p* is the quantity 
P + 'ih. In general, the effective permeability will 
depend on the fraction of the total pore space occupied 
by one fluid phase. The subscript e to the coeffi -
cient K indicates that the permeability is not neces-
sarily that of a medium occupied by only one fluid. 
Usually the effective permeability will be smaller 
than K , the permeability when only one fluid occu -
pies the medium. The ratio Ke/K is called "relative 
permeability" and varies from 0 to 1,0, The fraction 
of the total pore space occupied by the wetting phase is 
defined as s aturation S , It is considered here as a 
quantity which can vary from point to point within the 
medium. It is given by the relation 
s t>.v fluid bv pores (3) 
where bV (fluid) is the volume of fluid o ccupying a 
portion of the pore volume, bv (pores), of a small 
volume element, bY, of the medium , 
In general, the functional relationship, 
Ke. f(S) , is not Single-valued but is affected by 
hysteresiS, The value of Ke will be different if a 
given value of S is obtained by starting with a dry 
medium and increaSing the liquid saturation than if 
the same value of S is obtained by removing liquid 
from an initially vacuum -saturated medium. Hyster-
esis affects both the liquid and the gas permeabilities , 
Another assumption of this analysis is that the 
liquid and gaseous fluid phases. are separated by 
curved interfaces, concave with respect to the liquid. 
This assumption is valid at relatively high liquid sat-
urations in a medium containing at least some pores 
large enough that the liquid permeability is substantial 
It is not always valid for saturations less than field 
capacity or for porous media having only extremely 
small pores, e. g., the spaces between clay platelets, 
When liquid is separated from a gas by an 
interface, a pressure difference exists across the 
interface , This pressure dUference is called capil-
lary pressure Pc and is related to the interfacial 
tension and curvature of the interface by the equation 





where (1 is the inte:rfacial tension, r 1 and r Z 
Z 
all'e major and minor radii of curvatures at a point on 
the interface. In all cases considered here, the solid 
matrix is wet by the liquid so that the liquid (except 
that in films under the influence of adsorptive forces) 
is at a pressure less than the pressure of the gas, and 
Pc is, therefore, positive , 
The value of P c depends on saturation and on 
the geometry of the pore space in which the interface 
occurs, being larger in small spaces than in large 
spaces for a given saturation. When a gas displaces 
a liquid from a porous medium (by gradually increas -
ing Pc)' the first liquid displaced is that occupying 
the largest porea in contact with the gas. As Pc is 
increased further, the interfaces retreat to succes-
sively smaller spaces. The saturation is, therefore, 
a function of Pc' and Ke is also a function of 
Pc' both being affected by hysteresis. 
This paper is concerned primarily with desorp-
tion or drainage of liquId from media. thereby avoiding 
the hysteresis problem. However, a short discussion 
is presented at the end of the paper on the subject of 
hysteresis. 
If engineers are to deal with the flow of water 
above the water table in connection with either irri -
gation or drainage of soils, a knowledge of the func-
tional relations hip among effective permeability, sat -
uration and capillary pressure is essential. This 
paper develops these functional relationships using a 
model of rroys media developed by investigators [ 3, 
4, 11, 19 in the petroleum industry. SpecU1cally. 
the analysis presented here is an extension of the work 
of Burdine { 31. 
According to the analysis or Burdine, the 
relative permeability, Ke/Kw' is approximated by 
the relation: 
1.S dS (S -S )' P' 
K rw • ~ 
, 
(5) 
J: as P' , 
where 51' is the residual saturation, sometimes 
called irreducible saturation in the petroleum litera-
ture. The permeability is assumed to approach zero 
at this finite saturation. Corey called the quantity 
(5 - sr>/{l - 51') the effective saturation, Se . By 
making a change of variable from 5 to Se in the 
integrals of the above equation, the relative wetting 
phase permeability becomes 
I
s. dS 
(5)1 0 ~ 




Similarly, for the nonwetting phase 
Krnw " (1 (7) 
For the details of the Burdine development leading up 
to equations (6) and (7), the reader is referre d to 
Appendix I. The ratio of integrals gIven in equations 
(6) and (7) can be evaluated graphIcally or numerically. 
It can also be evaluated analytically, if a suitable 
algebraic expression for Se; f (Pc) can be written. 
Corey [5] found that for a large number of con-
solidated porous rock, the ratio of integrals on the 
ri~ht of equations (6) and (7) is approximately equal to 
Se and (I - Se)Z respectively. He therefore pro-
posed (as a convenient approximation) the equations; 
4 
S. . 
K "( I -S)' (I- S I) rnw e e 
(8) 
(9) 
The approximate equations of Corey have con -
siderable utility because the only parameter needed 
3 
for their solution is the residual saturation. Because 
of thei r convenience, the equations of Corey are often 
used in the petroleum industry for making engineering 
calculations in regard to solution-gas drive petroleum 
reservoirs. A comparison of their validity and con -
venience with respect to other methods of estimating 
Krw was ma.de by Loomis a nd Crowell [ I Z] . 
The approximatio ns given by Corey imply that 
effective saturation, Se' is a linear function of 
1 /~1 , 1. e. 
Se · ~)Zfor Pc?:.c ( 10) 
where c i8 some constant. For most porous media, 
equation (10) is not strictly corr ect. The authors 
have plotted several hundred capillary pressure -
desaturation cu rves using data from consolidated rock 
samples and found only a few samples in which the 
linear r elationship was essentially true. However, 
when Corey 's approximations were compared with ex-
perimental data of K rw and Se from some of 
these same r ock samples, the comparison was favor-
able. Evidently , the relative permeabilitiea as a 
~~~~~ilo~h~~eott~~ :tp~l~~yS~~:~t;~~et~uc~::.ges in the 
According to equation (6) for a completely uni: 
form pore-Si ze distribution, the value of the exponent 
in Corey ' s equation (8) would be 3. O. Averj anov (I] 
and lrmay [8] proposed equations similar to equation 
(8) in which values of 3. 5 and 3. 0 respectively were 
used as the exponent in their equations. Both of these 
investigators applied their equations to unconsolidated 
sands having a Single-grain structure . Evidently, un-
consolidated sands have a narrow range of pore sizes 
that are not absolutely uniform but which are more 
nearly uniform than most soils or consolidated rocks. 
Theoretically. Corey ' s approximations are 
valid only for a particular pore-Size distribution. If 
equation ( 10) is substituted into equation (8). the re-
sult is 
( 11 ) 
but for media with relatively uniform pores the expon-
ent in equation (11) is much larger than 8 and theoret-
ically could increase without bound. Evidently, per-
meability is a very sensitive function of capillary 
pressure. Obviously. equation ( 11 ) cannot be valid 
for all porous media because permeability and satura-
tion are not unique functions of capillary pressure, as 
Corey's equations imply, but depend upon the size 
and arrangement of the pores. Thus, a general rela -
tionship between saturation and capillary pressure is 
needed that will apply to a wide range of media. Such 
a relationship will allow equations (6) and (7) to be 
integrated and provide general relationships among 
the variables (permeability, saturation, and capillary 
pres surd for both the wetting and nonwetting phases. 
If the relationships among the variables can be shown 
to agree with experimental data, the Burdine approach 
will be gr eatly strengthened. Also, permeability can 
be predicted not only as a function of saturation but as 
a function of capillary pressure as well. 
THEORY 
The basis for the theory of this section is the 
observation from a large number of experimental data 
that 
5 .• (pP~)' f P P ., .... or c 2:. b ( 12:) 
where A and Pb are characteristic constants of the 
medium, It will be shown later that A is a number 
which characterizes the pore-size distribution and 
Pb is a measure of the maximum pore-size forming 
a continuous network of flow channels within the 
medium, 
Equation (12) was discovered by plotting log 
Se as a function of log PciY on the drainage cycle. 
The result (for all media investigated to date) is a 
straight line with a negative slope A for P /y > P. /y. , - b 
Figure 2: shows examples of this kind of plot for sev-
~ral media. The param~ter .PbiY is defined by the 
mtercept where the stralght hne meets the ordinate 
representing Se" 1,0 and it is. called the bubbling 
pressure of the medium. 
To determine Se for the particular values of 
Pcl'i , it is necessary to have precise capillary pres -
sure desaturation data such as that shown in figure I, 
Also, the residual saturation Sr must be known to 
compute Se' Th e procedure for determining Sr is 
explained in detail in Appendix II. For the purpose of 
this paper, the definition of rj;!sidual saturation is 
implicit in the method of its determination, but it is 
roughly analagous to the non-drainable water content 
referred to by drainage engineers. The negative of 
the slope of the curve or Se as a function of P c/'i 
is designated as A , and it is called the pore-size 
distribution index of the medium. 
If equation (12:) is substituted into equation (6) 
and the indicated integrations are performed, the rela-
tive permeability of the wetting phase becomes 
2: + 3). 
K • (5 ) -x-- . (5 )' rw e e (t 3) 
0' 
(
P b ) , K " - !orP 
rw Pc c 
( 14) 
where 11 " z + 3). and I! • (2 + 3 ).) / ).. 
Similarly, for the nonwetling phase 
2 + , 
K "( I -S)l(1-S-'-) 




for Pc 2:. P b , 
Equations (12:) - ( 16) present the theory r egard-
ing the interrelationships among the variables Pc' 
Se ' Krw' and K rnw ' By experimentally 
determining the parameters P
b
, )., and K, the 
effective permeabil!ties to either the wetting or non · 
wetting fluid phase at any effective saturation or cap-
illary pressure may be predicted, 
It is expected that this theory is valid only for 
isotropic media and possibly only for the drainage 
cycle. It should, however, be valid for any pore-
size distribution since equation (12:) has been found to 
hold for media having a wide range of pore·size dis-
tributions. 
Theoretically, ). could have any positive 
value greater than zero, being small for media 
having a wide range of pore sizes and large for media 
with a relatively uniform pore size , It seems logical, 
therefore, to deSignate the exponent ~ as the pore -
size distribution index. 
Equations (13) and (14) have been expressed in 
terms of the exponents € and 7J a s it is possible to 
determine the se exponents experimentally without any 
knowledge of the capillary pressure de saturation 
curve. It is interesting to note that if the lower limit 
of ). is zero, the theoretical lower limit of 11 is 2. 
In applying this theory, it should be recognized 
that values of 5 and K may exist at P < Pb ' e ew c 
but the theory does not hold for P c < P b ' The 
Significance of the parameter P b is discussed in 
more detail in the following sections. It should also 
be recognized that values of S < Sr can exist but that 
the theory cannot apply in this range of saturations 
and may become inaccurate at saturations very close 
to Sr 
The theory makes the simplifying assumptions 
that Kew 1s zero and Kenw is a maximum at Sr ' 
Neither is actually true, It is a fact, however, that 
when the curves of Kew as a function of S are 
extrapolated, Kew appears to approach zero at the 
finite saturation Sr 
Still another limitation of the theory is that it 
assumes that the porous matrix will not undergo any 
change in geometry as it changes from a full saturated 
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Figure 1. Capillary pressure head as a function of saturation for 
porous materials of varying pore-size distributions . 
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Figure Z. Effective saturation as a function of capillary pressure head 
for porous materials of varying pore-size distributions. 
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
To date, the authors have investigated mostly 
unconsolidated media in verifying the theory because 
it has been easier to create unconsolidated media 
which are isotropic than to find consolidated porous 
rocks which are isotropic . The authors have devel-
oped ways to measure S , Pc' and Kenw simul -
taneously with sufficient precision on the unconsoli-
dated samples. To date, it has been necessary to 
measure Kew as a function of Pc by separate ex-
periments, because methods of measuring Kew and 
Kenw simultaneously with sufficient precision for 
unconsolidated media have not yet been developed. 
One method that has been described in the literature 
by Corey (6J results in defective measurements of 
Kenw in the high saturation (low Kenw) range. 
Precise curves of S as a function of P c 
were obtained with a device such that the entire sam -
ple was held at a uniform capillary pressure from 
top to bottom. Ordinarily in a liquid-gas system, the 
diffe r ence in speCific weight of the two fluids will pro-
duce a greater Pc at the top of a sample than at the 
bottom (under static conditions). 
T o overcome this dilliculty, all the curves for 
unconsolidated media shown in figure 1 were deter-
mined by maintaining a pressure difference in the air 
phase exactly equal to the dilference in the static 
liquid pressure between the t op and bottom of the 
sample. It was convenient to measure the gas perme-
ability si.multaneously by measurine the flow of air 
that resulted from the greater air p ressu re at the 
bottom of the sample . The flow diagram is presented 
in figure 3 and the cell used for containing the uncon-
solidated sample is shown in figure 4. 
By-passing of air along the boundaries was 
prevented by providing a rubber sleeve which was 
held against the outer circumference of the sample 
with a pneumatic pressure from 5 - 20 psi depe :lding 
upon the texture of the sample . Uquid was removed 
through a hollow ceramic cylinder which was filled 
with liquid and connected to a calibrat ed glass tube 
for measuring the outflow. The media samples 
occupied the a nnular space between the hollow ceramic 
cylinder and the rubber sleeve. 
A pair of pressure control reservoirs con -
t rolled the liquid pressure in the medium . A flexible 
plastic tube connected the top of the upper rese rvoir 
to the outflow end of the horbontal measuring tube . 
Another flexible plastic tube connected the bottom of 
the upper reservoir to the bottom of the lower reser-
voir, the top of the lower reservoir being open to the 
atmosphere. The liquid pressure in the medium was 
decreased in increments by lowering the lower reser-
voir, the preS8UN! being measured with respect to 
atmospheric pressure by the difference in liquid 
elevations in the upper and lower reservoirs at equi-
librium ' A correction was made for the capillarity of 
the outflow measuring tube and for its poSition rela-
tive to the sample container. 
The capillary pressure was determined by the 
diUerence in pressure between the air and the liquid 
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in the medium . The saturations of the samples were 
determined by noting the accumulated outflow from 
the medium at each increment of capillary pressure 
(after outflow stopped) and Subtracting this from the 
total liquid contained in the fully saturated samples . 
The pressure of the air at the bottom of the 
samples was maintained greater than atmospheriC by 
an amount equal to the static liquid pressure differ-
ence between the bottom and top of the samples. The 
air pressure a t the bottom of the samples was con -
trolled by a precision pressure regulator, the air 
pressure at the top of the samples being atmospheric. 
The resulting upward flow of air was measured 
with one of several soap-film flowmeters of different 
sizes , depending on the amount of discharge. These 
nowmeters measure the volume nux directly and 
require no calibration other than the initial calibration 
of the tube containing the soap fUm . The calibrated 
soap-fUm tubes are encased in evacuated and sealed 
glass shells so that temperature fluctuations in the 
room had little affect on the measurements. 
In order to prevent errors in measurement of 
saturation due to liquid being removed as vapor in the 
flowing air, the air ente ring the media was pre-
saturated with the vapor of the liquid used in the 
medium. 
Measurement of liquid relative permeability 
as a function of capillary pressure was accomplished 
in separate experiments using an apparatus similar 
to that employed by Scott and Corey { 18]. The colums 
varied in length and were conside rably shorter than 
those em ployed by Scott and Corey in order that they 
could be packed in a homogeneous and reproduc ible 
manner using a mechanical packer patterned after a 
design by Jackson et. a1. (9] . In one case (the granu-
1ated mixture) the column was packed by a method 
similar to that suggested by Reeve and Brooks ( 16] . 
The column method permits steady downward 
flow with t he wetting phase at practically constant 
pressure along the length of the test section of the 
columns. The capillary pressure was, therefore , 
nearly constant during a particular measurement. A 
series of tensiometer rings sensed the pressure by 
contact around the circumCerence of the columns and 
did not interfere in any way with the flow section. 
The columns were first vacuum saturated. The 
maximum wetting phase permeability was then deter -
mined by downward now at a pressure slightly less 
than the pressure of the surrounding air, but not 
enough less to permit air to invade the columns. The 
capillary pressure was then Increased in increments 
by decreasing the pressure of the wetting flu id at the 
top and bottom of the columns. This was possible 
because the wetting fluid entered and left the columns 
through porous barriers that rem.iined complet ely 
saturated throughout the experiments. 
When Pc was increased beyond a critical 
value , air penetrated the columns through joints in 
the plastic walls of the columns. After the penetraticn 
of air stopped and the flow reached a steady state as 
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Figure 4. Construction details of air permeability cell. 
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indicated by t he steadiness of the discharge and the 
readings from manometers attached to the tensiometer 
rings, the discharge was measured and the e iiective 
permeability determined. The process was repeated 
over the desired range of ~ . 
In order to compare the nonwetting phase 
permeabilities with the wetting phase permeabUities. 
the air permea);lility cell was packed with a medium at 
a porosity as near as possible to that obtained with 
the same material with the column pac ker. The 
columns used for the wetting phase permeability 
measurements, however, did not have a pressurized 
sleeve. In one case , with a silt loam soil, the air per-
meameter cell with its pressurized sleeve caused the 
medium to compress to a final porosity substantially 
less than that obtained with the column packer . This 
would probably happen with any highly compressible 
soil when it is saturated. In the case of the granular 
materials used in this investigation, it was usually 
possible to obtain nearly the same poroSities in the air 
permeameter cell as in the sleeveless columns . 
In all cases the wetting fluid was a hydrocar-
bon liquid. and the nonwetting fluid was air. The 
hydrocarbon was sele cte d instead of water primarily 
because soil structure is much more stable in the 
presence of the hydrocarbon than in the presence of 
water . The hydrocarbon also has more conSistent 
wetting properties, and its surface tension is not 
changed as readily by contaminants. The relationship 
between the capillary pressure head for water and oil 
in a stable medium waS experimentally found to be 
( 17) 
where the subscript wand 0 designate water and 
oil, r e spectively. 
The unconsolidated media used in this investi -
galion consisted of materials having a structure rela-
tively stable in the presence of the hydrocarbon liquid. 
Although a large number of mate rials were investi-
gated in preliminary stages of the investigation, a 
complete set of data was obtained on only live of the 
unconsolidated media. These media, however, repre-
sented a very wide range of hydraulic characteristics. 
A desc ription of the live materials on which more or 
less complete data we re obtained is as follows: 
1. Volcanic sand--This material comes from a 
wind-blown deposit along Crab Creek in 
Washington State . It consists of dark-colored 
aggregates which can be broken down into 
finer partic les by pressure. It is not known 
to what degree these aggregates are themselves 
permeable , but they undoubtedly have some 
permeability. At any rate, this sand has a de-
gree of structure and has both primary and 
secondary porosity. 
2. Fine sand--This sand was supplied by the 
I"Ianford Laboratories or General Electric 
Company at Richland, Washington, and appar-
ently contains some volcanic minerals. It 
contains a wide range or particle shes, rang-
ing down to silt size. Most of the particles 
are angular and not as rounded as most river 
bed sands. 
• Soltrol"C" core test fluid. Phillips Petroleum 
Company, Special Products Division, Bartlesville, 
Oklahoma. 
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3. GlasB beads--The beads were purchased from 
the Min nesota Mining a nd Manufactu ring Co m -
pany and deSignated as size 130 -5005. This 
material ill an example or media having a very 
narrow range of pore sizes . It is not much 
different in this respect, however, from many 
clean river bed sands. 
4. Fragmented mixture--This medium was ob-
tained by mixing aggregates created by crush-
ing oven-dried clay and a consolidated sand-
stone with the volcanic sand. The aggregates 
were crushed until all passed through a 1132: 
sieve. This material was created to simulate 
a soil having a well aggregated structure with 
secondary as well as primary poroSity. The 
aggregates were much more stable, however, 
than those found in ordinary soils. 
5. Touchet silt loam- - This soil comes from the 
Columbia River basin and was also supplied by 
the Hanford Laboratory. It is extremely fine 
textured in that it contains practically no 
coarse sand, but it is somewhat unusual in 
that it contains a smaller amount of clay than 
would be expected in "such a fine-textured soil. 
lt is, in fact, nearly pure silt mixed with some 
extremely fine sand. It contains enough clay, 
however, to create a structure with secondary 
porosity. 
In addition to the five unconsolidated media, 
two consolidated sandstone cores were investigated. 
One of these, Berea Sandstone, was cut perpendicular 
to the bedding planes. In the dry state and in the 
fully saturated state the stratification was not visible . 
After saturating the material completely with liquid 
and then desaturating to a value of S of about 0 . 80 
to O. 90, the strata became plainly visible. At this 
average saturation, the finer-textured strata were 
still fully saturated and darker than the partially 
des aturated c08rser-textured strata. The liner and 
coarser strata alternate in position in a more or less 
regular pattern, the individual strata being about 1/8 
inch thick . 
The other sandstone investigated, Hygiene 
from the Pierre Formation in Colorado, contains no 
visible bedding. It contains a substantial amount of 
clay and thus has a rather high value of Sr (0.577). 
It has an unusually narrow pore-Size distribution for 
a material having such a high residual saturation. Ttl:! 
Significant hydraulic p rope !"'l.es 01 ~he SCVC Il media 
des cribed above are tabulated in Tables 1 - 4 in 
Appendix III. 
Because the theory on which equation (15) is 
based assumes that Krnw ~ 1 at S " Sr' Knw Is 
defined in this paper in a somewhat arbitrary manner; 
i. e., the value or Knw used in the denominator of 
the ratio Krnw was obtained by extrapolating Knw 
vs . Pc/Y to large values of P c /yo At values of S 
less than Sr ' the values or Krnw may be greater 
than 1 ; but since the theory does not apply to this 
range of saturations, the variation of Krnw in this 
range was not investigated in detail. Where the data 
are available, however, they are tabulated ·in the 
tables. 
Another reason for defining K
rnw 
in this 
way was that in the case of the unconsolidated media. 
it was not practical to determine the actual maximum 
I 
I 
air'permeahility. Knw' It was possible to determine 
the air permeability before the media were saturated 
in the air permeability cell, but this was usually not 
the maximum value of air permeability as determined 
after the samples had been vacuum saturated and then 
desaturated. This value of Knw often exceeded the 
afr permeability value of dry media even before S 
was reduced to Sr Evidently. the process of 
saturating and then drying caused the pulling together 
of fine material into aggregates and the creation of 
larger pores. 
The samples could not be brought to a satura-
10 
tion oC Sr in a reasonable time by increasing the 
negative pressuN! of the outflow tube. They could, of 
course. have been dried further by evaporation, but 
this would have foiled the material balance calculation 
of the saturation. Experiments with unconsolidated 
media were actually terminated at S > Sr' The 
samplea were removed from the cell and the volume of 
of liquid remaining in the sample was measured 
gravimetrically. This volume of liqUid was added to 
the volume removed during the experiment to obtain 
the volume at a saturation of 1. 0 so that material 
balance computations of saturations at other values of 
P c/'V could be made. 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH THEORY 
The first step in checkin,g the theory repre -
sented by equations (13). (14), ( I ~). and (16) was t he 
determination oC the parameters Pb and A Crom the 
data shown in figu r e 1. The data were replotted as 
figure Z in which Se is shown as a Cunction of P c/'l' 
These curves were obtained after successive approxI -
mations of the residual saturation Sr as described 
in Appendix n. 
The negative of the slope 01 the straight line 
portion of a curve , e. g •• those shown in figure Z, is 
designated as ~ and is called the "pore-size distri-
bution i ndex". The extrapolation of the straight Hne 
to the ordinate representing Se . I. 0 gives the value 
of the parameter P
b 
which is called the "bubbling 
pressure". This particular value of capillary pres-
sure is called bubbling pressure because it was found 
experimentally that for homogeneous and isotropic 
media, it is very close to the capillary pressure at 
which the first gas flow can be observed. The bubblirg 
pressure apparently represents the smallest capillary 
pressure at which a continuous gas phase exists. At 
smaller values of Pc' the theory does not appear 
to be valid for either the wetting or the nonwetting 
permeabilities. 
Having determined the parameters P b and 
A • equation (16) was solved to obtain r elative perme -
abilities to air as a function of P c/'l . The solu-
tions of equation (16) are Shown in figure ~ as solid 
lines. The data points represent measured values. 
It can be seen from the figures that the measured 
values of air relative permeability are in reasonably 
close agreement with the theoretical curves in every 
case except for the Berea Sandstone. Undoubtedly the 
failure of the theory in the latter case is a result of 
the anisotropy of this medium. Because air flow 
across bedding planes is restricted by the layers hav-
ing the highe s t individual bubbling pressures , the 
measured values 01 K;nw are less than the theoret -
1cal values at corr esponding values of P c ' This 
phenomenon has been described elsewhere by Corey 
a nd Rathjens [ 7). 
In the case of the unconsolidated media, the 
experimental procedure provided no direct com pari -
aon of measured values of Krw with theoretical 
curves of Krw as a function of Pc' This was be-
cause the theoretical curves were computed from the 
parameters A and Pb which were obt ained in a 
separate experiment, In general, the packing and the 
resultant values of q. and Pb/'l are difficult to 
reproduce with precision, especially in a totally 
diClerent kind of container. 
Figure 6, however, shows measured values of 
Krw as a fun ction of Pc / 'l . The solid curves are 
computed from equation ( 14) using values of A and 
Pbl'l obtained with the air permeability cell. In 
most cases the agreement between measured and com-
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puted values of Krw is gOOd. In the case of the 
T ouchet silt loam, the computed curve is displaced 
toward higher values of Pc/'l at corresponding 
values of Krw ' In the case of the Fragmented 
Mixture, i t is displaced slightly toward lower values 
of Pc /'l • 
Evidently, in the case or the Touchet silt loam. 
the pressurized sleeve of the air permeability cell 
caused this soU to be compressed more (and thus 
have smaller pores) than was the case for the same 
soil whe n packed by the aut omatic packer in the rigid 
columna used for the Krw measur ements. 
It is noteworthy, however, that the slopes of 
the measured curves on the log-log plot of Krw as 
a function of P c Iy are essentially t he same as for 
the calculated curves. In other words, the measured 
values of f} are in close agreement with the rela-
tionship l'J . Z + 3A even though A was deter-
mined in a separate experiment . Evidently, the pore-
size distribution index is less sensitive to packing 
dUferences than are the values or f and P b • 
For the conso lidat ed sandstone, t he agreement 
with respect to both P b and A is excellent 3S is 
shown in curves 2 and 3 on figure 6b. The anisotropy 
of Berea Sandstone has a less noticeable effect on 
Krw than on Krnw ' 
A comparison of measured values of Krnw 
as a function of S with theoretical curves is shown 
in figure 1 for unconsolidated media. T he theoretical 
cu rves were computed from equation (15). The 
agreement between measured. and computed values of 
Krnw is reasonably close. There is, however, a 
tendency for the measured values of Krnw to be 
displaced toward smaller values than t he predi ct ed 
curves at the mid-range at S • 
The Iluthors suspect that the reason for t his 
displacement is a result of a failure of the theory 
caused by the assumption that Kenw is a maxim um 
at S · Sr and that Krnw • 1 at S '" Sr . As 
pre viously explained, a value of Knw was chosen 
so that measured values of Krnw would extrapolate 
to a value of 1 at Sr The measured curve , 
therefore , is titted to the theoretical curve at this 
point. It would he possible to choose a value of Knw 
such that the measured curve would fit the theory at 
the midpoint. In this case the measured values would 
cross the theoretical curve. 
It might be possible in the future to perfect 
the theory in such a way as to account for the fact 
that Kenw i8 not a maximum at Sr but this re -
mains to be done . 
It is also possible that the results shown in 
figure 1 are affected by a failure to ac~eve complete 
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Figure 8, Theoretical curves and experimental data for relative 
permeabillUes o( the nonwetting (nw) and wetting (w) phases 
as a (unction of saturation for two consolidated sandstones. 
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isotropy and to eliminate boundary effects entirely 
1n the air permeability cell. 
It is practically certain that boundary condi -
tions did affect the measurement of Kw in the 
column permeameters used for unconsolidated media. 
This is evident because the value of Kw was orten 
higher than the maximum values of Knw measured in 
the air permeameter even whe n the porosity of the 
medium was the same. If the reverse had been true, 
the result could have been attributed to gas slippage. 
But the higher value of Kw can only be attributed 
to a lesser resistance along the boundary in the rigid 
column &s compared to the cell with the pressurized 
sleeve. 
An unrealistically high value of Kw should 
not affect the measured values of '1 but would affect 
the absolute values of K rw ' 
In the case of the consolidated sandstones. it 
was possible to check equations (13), ( 14). ( 15). and 
(16) on exactly the same medium because in this case 
there was no chance of a change in Pc /'Y ~ f(S) for 
the t wo experiments . The results are shown in figure 
8, The measurements. in the case oC the Hygiene 
Sandstone. are in nearly perfe ct aereement with the 
theory for both the nonwetting and wetting relative 
permeability curves. 
For Berea Sandstone. however, the values of 
Krnw are much smaller than predicted. They are . 
in fact, zero at values of 5 corresponding to cap -
illary pressures much larger than the predicted 
15 
bubbling pressure. This is undoubt edly a result of 
anisotropy since finer-textured layer s b lock the now 
of air. 
Evidently. the K rw curves are much less 
sensitive to this kind of anisotropy because the Krw 
curve is in reasonably c lose agreement with the 
predicted curve. 
It will be noted from figure 2 that materials 
with secondary porOSity have smaller values of ;\ 
(and thus smaller values of '1) than materials with-
out secondary porosity. This can be seen most dis' 
tinctly by the contrast in the slope of the curve for 
volcanic sand and that for glass beads shown in figure 
2. The practical signUicance of this phenomenon is 
discussed in the section to follow. 
The authors have made measurements o f Krw 
as a function of P c/'Y for one sample of fragmented 
clay(see Table f2--Fra&,mented Lamberg Clay, Apperr 
dix 111) which has a value of '1 of 3.6, indicating a 
value or ;\ of 0. 53. They have also computed values 
of '1 from capillary pressure versus saturation 
curves which we re only slightly greater than 2. 0, the 
theoretical lower limit.. The lowest predicted 
values of '1 were obtained on samples of very fine-
grained consolidated rocks containing much clay but 
having some larger pores because of cracks and vugu-
lar spaces. 
• Unpublished private report: "Evaluation of Cap· 
illary-Pressure Field Oata" by A. T. Corey. 
Petroleum Research Corp., Denver, Colorado. 
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SIMILITUDE REQUIREMENTS 
Miller and Miller {131 have described the re-
quirements for similitude of isotropic porous systems 
containing two immiscible fluid phases (air and water) 
in which the air pressure 18 considered to be constant 
but both air and water are continuous phases. In this 
case, flow of only tne liquid phase is considered. 
The same assumptions made by Miller and 
Miller are accepted in the following analysis. This 
analysis is in many respects the same as theirs but 
it is restricted to the drainage cycle in order to avoid 
the complication of hysteresis. In addition, the 
theoretical functional relationships among Pc' Se' 
Krw ' and Krnw are used to simplify the resulting 
expressions for the criteria of similitude. 
An equation descrihing the flow and macro-
scopic distribution of the liquid is derived by combin-
ing Darcy1s law with the equation of continuity appli-
cable to flow in porous media. The continuity equa-
tion is 
(18) 
where 'e is the "effective porosity". The effective 
porosity is similar if not identical to the "drainable 
porosity" commonly employed by drainage engineers 
and is used here in order to be consistent with the use 
of the effective saturation Se • The effective por-
osity, 'e' is related to , by the relation: 
.,.(I-S,->' (19) 
The result of combining Darcy1s law with equation {tal 
i. 
('0) 
which is essentially the equation first derived by L. 
A. Richards [11]. 
Equation (20) is next written in a dimension-
less form by scaling the variables appearing In the 
equation. The variables can be scaled by choosing 
standard units of permeability, length. pressure and 
time which are known to be significant characteristics 
of the system. The standard units are designated as 
K , L , P , and t respectively. The stan-o 0 0 0 
dard unit Ko is simply the fully saturated (maxi-
mum) permeability K of the medium under consid-
eration. Using the standard units as scaling factors, 
equation (2:0) becomes 
(ll) 
where the dots after the divergence and gradient 
operator symbols indicate that the operations are per -
formed with respect to scaled coordinate lengths. 
Equation (u) can be simplUied by choosing 
appropriate system parameters as the standard 
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units Po ' Lo ' and to . An obvious choice for 
Po is the bubbling pressure P b • If P b is chosen 
as the standard unit of pressure, it is necessary to 
use Pb''V as the standard unit of length. Similarly, 
the appropriate standard unit of time is , PbI-lIK'V l • 
, , 
Scaled variables of pressure. length, and time are 
obtained by dividing the unscaled variables by their 
respective standard units. 
Substituting the standard units into equation (Z I) 
gives 
as, 
Div. [K v. (P. + z . l] =.,..-
r "'_ 
(ZZ) 
where the dots deSignate scaled variables or opera-
tors with respect to, scaled variables. 
Equation (Zz) will yield identical particular 
solutions in terms of scaled variables provided that: 
1. Geometric similitude exists. 
Z. The boundary and initial conditions in terms 
of scaled variables are identical. 
3. The functional relationships amon~ Kr ' 
Se ' and P clPb are identical for both 
systems. 
The macroscopic boundary conditions can be identical 
only if corresponding lengths which are characteristic 
of the macroscopic size of the system are identical 
multiples of the length P 1'1 . If two systems are 
geometrically similar in ~ macroscopic sense, it is 
necessary to choose only one characteristic length "L" 
and the sbe requirement is satisfied if the ratio 
Pb''V L is identical for any two systems under con-
sideration. 
From the theory and experimental verification 
presented in the preceding sections, it is evident that 
the last requirement is satisfied if the pore-size dis-
tribution indexes ;\ are identical. It will be noted 
that ;\ is a function of the microscopic geometry of 
the porous media. Use of ;\ as a criterion of simil-
itude eliminates the need for explicit consideration of 
other microscopic geometric variables such as were 
suggested by Miller and Miller [ 13]. Furthermore, 
P
b 
is a function not only of the size of the pores but 
also of the interfacial forces, contact angle. s hape, 
etc. Use of P b '" as a unit of length eliminates the 
necessity of explicit consideration of the similitude 
with respect to these variables. 
The foregoing analysis indicates that a 
valid model, involving flow of liquid in a partially 
saturated porous medium requires the following: 
1. The medium must have the same pore - size 
distribution index, ;\ . 
Z. The macroscopic boundaries of the model 
must have a shape and orientation similar 
to the prototype. 
3. The size of the model must be such that 
'I L/Pb is the same as for the prototype. 
4. The initial conditions in terms of scaled time. 
i.e . , tK'IzIPbIJ.4Ie must be the same for 
model as for the prototype. 
If the prototype involves steady state flow only, 
the last of these requirements can be eliminated. If 
the saturation in any part of a system increases as 
well as decreases with time, it is possible that addi-
tional requirements may enter. It is possible, also, 
that if the system contains a discontinuous gas phase, 
the requirements listed may not be sufficient for 
similitude, especially U a region of increasing liquid 
saturation exists. 
There is a possibility, however, that even 
when hysteresis is a factor, A may be suffi cient to 
describe the pertinent microscopic geometric proper-
ties. This possibility is discussed in the section 
dealing with hysteresis. 
One difficult aspect of c reating a valid model 
is finding a porous medium having the appropriate 
value of A and at the same time having a sufficient -
ly small value of Pbl'l such that the model can be 
of a practical size. It is easy to find coarse sands or 
gravels having a small . value of Pbl'! but as indi-
cated earlier and as discussed by Rahman ( 15) . these 
will have a narrow range of pore sizes (large A ) 
regardless of the range of grain sizes used, Unfor-
tunately, most prototype media of engineering 
interest have smaller values of A , One possibility 
of overcoming this dUficulty would be the use of 
stable aggregates such as crushed sandstone or nat-
urally occurring volcanic soil. 
As can be seen from the values of A tabu-
lated in Appendix ill (Table 2:). these materials have 
pore-size distribution indexes in the same range as 
soil with structure. They can have, moreover. values 
of P b as small as desired, 
It should be noted that equation (2:0) could have 
been written in terms of Sand 41 , rather than 
Se and 4Ie . If the variables are expressed in 
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terms of 5 and 41 • however. the parameter Sr 
becomes an explicit rather than an implicit factor in 
similitude. The curves of Kr and Krnw as a 
function of S as well as ~ for the model would 
have to be identical to those for the prototype. Use 
of the variables Se and q.e reduce the difficulty 
of meeting the similitude requirements. It is easier 
to find m·edia having similar functional relationships 
between relative permeability and Se than between 
relative permeability and 5 because Sr is elim -
inated as a factor aCCecting the s hape of the curves . 
ExpreSSing the liquid content of the media as a per-
centage of dry weight or a percentage of bulk volume 
makes the requirements even more difficult to satisfy 
than the use of S . 
A model designed in accordance with the 
theory presented here must be restricted in its appU -
cation to systems that do not reach saturations less 
than Sr because the theory is applicable only to 
saturations greater than Sr • 
If the problem under investigation is not 
explicitly concerned with the conditions in the partial-
ly saturated zone, the pertinent characteristics of the 
behavior of the system may not be extremely senSitive 
to A , This :might be true , for example. if the par-
tially saturated zone is very narrow compared t o the 
fully saturated zone. In the latter case, it might be 
possible to ignore ;\ in choosing a medium for a 
model, but it would still be necessary to consider 
Pb/'VL. 
When conditions in the partially saturated zone 
are of explicit concern, it is not possible to ignore A. 
In the latter case , glass beads or clean sands a.re not 
suitable materials for modeling systems involving 
flow in soils with structure , This is clear from the 
results shown in the preceding section. 
For a further discussion of the practical signi-
cance of the parameters Pbl'l and A , speCifical-
ly in the field of drainage engineering, the reader is 
referred to a paper by the authors [2:) dealing with 
this subject. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF HYSTERESIS 
The preceding discussion has dealt almost en-
tirely with systems in which it is assumed that the 
saturation of the medium either remains constant or 
decreases with time. Systems involving an increasing 
liquid saturation are of equal engineering importance. 
Unfortunately, the functional relationships among 
Pc ' S , Krw ' and Krnw arc usually not the 
same on a cycle of increasing S as on a cycle o( 
decreasing S • The reason (or this has been dis-
cussed by Miller and Miller { 13] . 
A question that needs to be answered is whe-
ther the criteria of similitude suggested in the pre-
ceding section are sufficient when hysteresis may be 
involved. In order to gain some insight into this pro-
blem, the authors made an investigation of Krw as 
a function of Pc on the imbibition as well as the 
drainage cycle. One o( the coauthor ' s students, 
Larry G. King, has made many measurements of K
rw 
as a function of Pc on the imbibition cycle for his 
doctorate thesis r 10] which 1s concerned with imbibi-
tion. An example of his data is presented in figure 9. 
A detailed description of how these data were 
obtained is given in the thesis by King. Briefly, a 
soil column similar to those used by the authors was 
initially packed with dry soil. Relative liquid perme-
abilities as a (unction o( capillary pressure first were 
obtained on the imbibition cycle until th.e saturation 
apparently reached a maximum. The measurements 
were then obtained as the column was drained. After-
wards, the column was vacuum-saturated and meas-
urements were made as the <column was drained from 
the completely saturated state. In other experiments, 
King first vacuum saturated the column and after 
making measurements on the drainage cycle resatu-
rated the column by imbibition. 
There are several noteworthy observations 
that can be made from King's data, 1. e . , 
1. The slope o( the curves or Krw 
as a runc-
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tion of Pc are practically the same for both 
the drainage and imbibition cycle . 
Z. When a medium is resaturated or drained 
from a state which is neither completely dry 
nor fully saturated with liquid, the curves do 
not follow an intermediate path between the 
drainage or imbibition curves. Instead (after 
a short transition) the curves jump from one to 
the other of the two possible paths. 
3. The values of Kew on the imbibition cycle 
tend to approach a maximum of about 0.45 -
0.50 of that obtained when the medium is 
vacuum saturated. At this state, the nonwet-
ting phase is air, and it is apparently able to 
diffuse away with time . The authors have ob-
served a slow increase in Kew with time at 
a constant value of Pc' the rate of increase 
being more rapid for fine material than for 
sands. In time, the media become full satu-
rated with liquid by imbibition. 
4. At values o( Pc > Pb ' the permeabllities 
on the drainage cycle are a minimum of one 
order of magnitude greater than on the imbibi-
tion cycle . 
From the foregoing observations it would 
seem that a possibility does exist that the criteria 
of similitude presented in the preceding section will 
sometimes be adequate (or syatems involving hyster-
esis. At least, this may be true for systems not in-
volving a discontinuous gaseous phase. The po8si-
bility will be greatly enhanced if it can be shown that 
a definite relationship exists among X, Pb ' and 
the ratio of the permeability on the drainage cycle to 
that on the imbibition cycle at particular values of 
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Figure 9. Wetting phase relative permeabUity as a function of capillary pressure 
on the imbibition and drainage cycles. 
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APPENDIX I 
The Theoretical Basis for the Burdine Equations 
The theory presented below is a variation of 
theory published in petroleum engineering literature 
[3, 5, 19, ZOj*. It is realized that most irrigation 
and drainage engineers do not have easy access to 
this literature. This synopsis is included here, there~ 
fore, for the convenience of the readers. 
The assumption is made that fluid compressi-
bility and inertia are not significant factors affecting 
the flow so that the equation of Navier-St okes reduces 
to a statement that the gradient of piezometric pres-
sure p. is balanced by the viscous drag. For a 
Newtonian viscous fluid. this relationship is given by 
(I) 
where V is the total velocity vector. Equation (1) can 
be solved Cor particular boundary conditions, e . g. , 
I-dimensional now through straight tubes , flow be-
tween infinite flat parallel plates, and film flow over 
an infinite flat plate. The solution of equation ( 1) for 
each of these particular boundary conditions will be 
prese nted to show how the solutions vary with the 
shape of the boundary. 
Flow through a small diameter tube is con-
sidered first , For this geometry it is more conven -
ient to express the quantity v~y in cylindrical coordi-
dinates, i. e . , 
oP' • "[i -'- Ie ~I + -'-I! 'Y)+ -'- le~)ll. (') - rZr ar &8ra6 ax ax~ 
where r is measured from the centerline of the tube 
toward the boundary. l! the flow is steady, there is 
no variation in y along the tube in the direction x. The 
last term on the right of equation (Z) is, therefore, 
:tero. Because of symmetry, the term involving 
'V 1JW ie also zero so that finally 
yp •• ~ [ifrlr~)] (3) 
where u is the component of velocity along the tube. 
Because the flow is laminar, there is no component of 
y perpendicular to x . 
Since there is no flow perpendicular to the 
boundary, ti p . likewise has no component perpendic· 
ular to the boundary. This implies that the equipo-
tentiallines are planes perpendicular to the axis of 
the tube. The gradient of p. , therefore, does not 
depend on r and can be treated as a constant. The 
variables, u and r, are separable and after 
integrating once, the relationship 
~tlP* . r~+c (4) 
is obtained. In order for equation (4) to be valid at the 
cente rline where r " 0, the value of C is zero since 
~ cannot be infinitely large. Therefore, 
(5) 
* References are given at the e nd of *e body of the 
publication, 
ZI 
After separating the variables, integrating and uSin, 
the condition that ~ is finite (which implies the 
velocity of the fluid approaches the velocity of the 
boundary at the boundary) then 
(6) 
where r t is the radius of the tube . 
Integrating the discharge over the entire cross-
sectional area of a tube of radius r
t 
and dividing by 
the cross - sectional area gives the equation of 
Poiseuille lor the mean velocity, i. e . , 
e ' - t u.·8iI VP• (7) 
Solving equation ( 1) for t -dimensional now in 
a flow in a film over a flat plate gives 
- d' u •• J; vp* (8) 
where d is the thic kness of the film. Similarly, 
- b' u'" -T'4JvP. (9) 
for 1-dimensional flow between parallel flat plates 
where b is the spacing of the plates . 
It will be noted that e~ations (7) , (8). and (9) 
are of a similar form in that u is proportional to 
V P*, and to the square of a length dimension charac-
terhing the size of the flow section. The volume flux 
is inversely proportional to viscosity and a numerical 
constant. 
By induction, then, an analagous equation 
applying to straight tubes of uniform cross section of 
any shape is 
U • ( 10) 
where R is a length characterizing the size of the 
tube, and k is a numerical constant depending on 
t he shape of the cross section and the dimension cho-
sen to characterize the size . 
In applying equation (10) to tubes of irregular 
shape, the question arises as to what length dimension 
should be used t o charac terize the size of the tubes . 
One possibility is the hydraulic radius, R . It is 
defined as the cross-sectional area divided by the 
wetted perimeter. 
U equations (7), (8), and (9) arc rewritten in 
terms of R , only the numerical constant is changed. 
Poiseuille's equation becomes 
- R' 
u "-4.l tlP* ( II) 
and equations (8) and (9) become 
U (I ') 
The variation in the constant k is evidently, greatly 
reduced. 
It Is reasonable to auppose that (from a hydro-
dynamic viewpoint) flow in a thin film is about as 
different from now in a cIrcular tube as it is possible 
to obtain. One might conclude, therefo re, that the 
shape factor for irregular cross sections (e. g. the 
pore space in a porous soUd) should be somewhere 
between 2 and 3. This conclusion would not be valid, 
however, U the cross section has an extreme "eccen-
tricity". Consider, for example , a c r oss section as 
shown in Figure 1. Note that the perimeter of the 
=(] 
Figure 1. An Example of a Tube Cross-S:ection 
with Extreme Eccentricity. 
long extension of the cross section is great but the area 
is small and the contribution to flow of this part of the 
area is, relatively, even smailer. 
The dUficulty is that the distribution of velocity 
in one part of the cross section is like that in a rela -
tively large tube whereas in the extension, it is like 
that between closely spaced plates. The large part of 
the eccentric cross section, therefore, would act as a 
tube with k '" 2 whereas the extension would act as a 
tube with k . 3. The larger part, however, has a 
much larger hydraulic radius than the extension. Note 
that in equation (10), R is squared and k is to the 
first power. One cannot. therefore , use R fo r the 
enUre cross section and an average of k to obtain 
a valid estimate of u . 
It is much more reasong,ble to regard the 
eccentric cross section shown in figure I as two sep -
arate c ross eections. The e rror resulting from 
applying an average k of about 2.5 for each cross-
section will not be great, but it is ne cessary to use 
separate values of R. An alternative method (which 
will give exactly the same result) is to consider the 
entire cross section as a whole, using an average k 
and a mean value of R! , designated as RI . 
The tubes conSidered in developing equation 
( 10) were straight. There Is no difficulty in extending 
the analySiS to other than straight tubes provided that 
the actual length of the tubes can be measured and the 
directio n that any nuid element is moving at any par· 
ticular location is known. There is an error in such 
an analYSis if the normal acceleration resulting from 
now around bends is disregarded. This error is 
small, however, it the tangential velocity is very 
small. 
If it is desi.red to determine u as a function r:I 
the potential difference between the ends of a tortuous 
tube and the direct distance between the two ends , the 
tortuosity will have two effects. The first effect is 
with respect to ii . It the direction between the two 
ends o f the tube is defined as the x direction, then ii 
varies from point to point because the direction of the 
axiS of the tube varies, i. e., the component of velocity 
in the x direction varies even ttlougtl the magnitude of 
the velocity remains constant. U Iv l is the magni-
tude of the average tangential velodiY. the mean value 
of the x component is given by 
( 13) 
where L is the direct distance between the ends of 
the tube and Le is the length of the tor.tuous tube. 
The quantity Iv l in equation (i 3) is analagous to u 
in equation (lOT. 
The second effect of the tortuosity of the tube 
Is with respect to \1P *. If it is desired to express 




where ~ 1s the absolute value of the mean gra-
dient of P* . An equation relating ii to 
vP' -y;- in a tortuous tube (analagous to equation 10) 
is. therefore, gtven by 
(tS) 
where the quantity (:;:.r has been called tortUosity 
and designated by the symbol T . 
It ia evident that for poroua solids of a given 
porosity the greate~the eccentricity of the pore space, 
the larger wUI be R • This is equivalent to saying 
that W will be greater for porous solids, having 
aecondary porosity as well a s primary poros ity, 
other things being equal. This can be visualized moat 
easily by conSidering a porous solid containing an 
abundance of clay. It somehow all of the solid matter 
could be concentrated into one solid portion of the 
cross aection and the remaining section was free ,to 
conduct fluids. the value of K would obviously be 
much greater than if the clay particles were evenly 
distributed over the cross section. 
Futhermore, the value of R Z for the non-
wetting phase, on the other hand will increase as the 
saturation increases. The relationShip between 
Rl for the wetting phase and S can be deduced 
from a curve of S as a function of Pc ; e. g. as 
shown in figure I of the text. 
The principle is based on the assumption that 
a connected cross section of an irregular-shaped tube 
can be regarded as . composed of a large number of 
sub-sections each having a discrete R • The values 
of Rl of each sub-section are summed and the mean 
value of R! 1s obtained. The entire pore space filled 
with the wetting phase is then regarded as a single 
tube of irregular shape (but unilonn cross-sectional 
area) having an average shape factor k and mean 
value of hydraulic radius ill . 
Another key assumption of this theory is that 
to a close a pproximation, 
P cdA '" crd(wp) cos 6 ( 16) 
where Pc is the capillary pressure at a particular 
saturation S , dA is the area of the portion of the 
cross section of the pore s pace that would desaturate 
if S undergoes a change dS at the capillary pressure 
Pc ' d(wp) is the corresponding change in perimeter 
of the desaturated area at the sail-wetting phase inter-
face, and 9 is the angle of contact of the wetting phase 
at the Bolid interface. It is further assumed that 9 
and !1 remain constant over the range of s aturations 
considered. 
The hydraulic radiuS of the area dA is , there-
fore, given by 
IT cos e 
~ 
The mean value of Rl for the wetting phase at the 
saturation S (designated as Rw Z) is give n by 
( 17) 
.Rl ITlCOSZe ( s dS (18) 
w • ---s-Jo f7 
Similarly , for the non -wetting phase , 
~ _ !11cosle l 1~ 
nw - 1 - S P 1 
S ' 
( 19) 
Although the integral in equation ( 18) is ove r 
the interval o r S from 0 to S , for practical pUr-
poses i t could often just as well be taken over the in-
terval f rom Sr to S. The value of the integral 
from 0 to Sr is very smaU because Pc is very 
large over this region. 
According to Carman [4] . the t ortuosity of 
fully saturated porous solids which are isotropic and 
granular in nature is about Z. Other kinds of porous 
media may have other values of tortuosity. li, for 
example, the medium is COmposed of clay particles 
oriented perpendicu lar to the direction of flow. T 
will be much larger than Z. If the clay is oriented 
parallel to the fl ow, T will be s maller tha n Z. 
The variation of tortuosity with 5 was studied 
experimentally by Burdine [3] and later analytically 
by Wyllie and Gardne r [ 19J . Burdine obtained an 
empirical expression for T (S) in the form 
( ZO) 
where t he subscript w indicates that the relationship 
applies to the wetting phase. In othe r words. the 
quantity LL var ies linearly from zero at S = Sr to 
e 
1. 0 at S • t. O. This finding was verified by 
Corey (5/ and was later derived by Wyllie and 
Gardner 19J using a mathematical model of porous 
solids somewhat different Crom the model employed 
here. 
The corresponding relationship found by 
Bu,dtoe fo,[t~: . :]oowettt",,[ Ph;'~ ~:]' 
,..-- • I -~ 
S nw c r 
(2:1) 
whe re Sc is called the "critical saturation" . At 
23 
S > Sc ' the nonwetting phase is Iliscontinuous. 
Corey [5J found (or isotropic media that replacing Sc 
by 1. 0 did not materially change the calculated per -
meabilltics for saturations less than Sc 
. The volume nux, q , in a porous medium of 
having a porosity; is r elated to the velocity U" in 
the pores by q = ti; S . Thus equation (15) becomes 
;S~ vP. 
q " kslT -r- . (2:2:) 
Noting the similarity between equation (ZZ) and Darcy ' s 
Law, it would see m that 
;S FV (S) 
(2:3) 
in which it is assumed that; and k are independ-
e nt oC S . Assuming that R:7 (S) and T w(S) are 
as give n by equat ions (18) and (ZO) respectively, the 
equation for the relative permeability of the wetting 
phase is given by 
Knw • [~ ~ ~j'~1'-"::~-"::"!~ (Z4) 
s imilarly , for the nonwetting phase. 
(Z5) 
Equations (Z4) and (ZS) are known as Burdine's equa-
tions for relative permeability. 
In Burdine ' s equations , the parameters (Tl, 
cos20 , k ,and; cancel. It is possible thereCore , 
that the theory with respect to relative permeability 
is more precise than with respect to permeability, 
per se. 
It is certainly true that Burdine'S theory i s oC 
more practical use in determining the dependence of 
relative permeabi lity on saturation than it is for deter-
mining permeabi litie s . The permeabilities of porous 
media when occupied fully by only one fluid are easily 
measured directly . The direct measurement of rela-
tive permeability curves is a much more dirficult and 
t ime-consuming p r ocess . 
Burdine's equations, however. are applicable 
only for fai rly isotropic media as one would suspect 
Crom the manner of their derivation . Anisotropy 
causes marked departures from the isot ropic case as 
has been described by Corey and Rathjens [ 7]. The 
effect of anisotropy depends upon the or ientation of 
the discontinuitie s In texture . Bedding plane s per-
pendicular to flow tend to decrease the maximum sat -
uration S at which the nonwetting phase will flow, , 
and bedding planes parallel to n ow tend to increase 
Sc . Such planes also cause inflection in both Knw 





Method of Determining Residual Saturation 
To det ermine the pore - size distribution index. 
~ it Is neceuary to plot log Se versus log Pc 
which necessitates determining the residual saturation 
Sr . Since the saturation, S , is related to Se by 
the relation 
s - s 
s • ......--...! for S < S < 1.0 (1) e 1-;::' r -
r 
it is necessary to have measured values of S as a 
function of Pc lv to determine Sr' 
An approximate value of Sr is obtained by 
selecting a value of S at which the curve of P /v 
versus S appears to approach a vertical aaymtcte as 
shown in figure 1. With this estimate of Sr • tenta -
tive values of log Se are computed and plotted as a 
function of log P /v • Usually, the plot will not be 
a straight line, but an intermediate portion of the 
computed values will fallon a s traight line as s hown 
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Fig. Capillary pressure head as a !unctionof saturation 
A second estimate of 5r is then obtained 
such that a value of Se' in the high capillary pres-
sure range which does not lie on the straight line, 
will fall on the straight line as s hown in figure 2. The 
second estimate of Sr is usually adequate, and all 
of the points w1lllie suC!icienUy close to a strai ght 
line when the points are recomputed using the new 
value of 5 . U this is not the case, the process is 
r 
repeated until a value of Sr is obtained that res ults 
in a s traight line for most values of P cfy > Pb/ y • 
At large values of P / y where the curve be-, 
comes asymtotic to some value of 5 , Se is very 
sensitive to the value of 5 r chosen, i. e . , a small 
change in 5 r makes the change in 5e look big on 
a log - log plot. Therefore , values of 5e a t this end 
of the curve that do not lie exactly on the st raight Hne 
should not be given much consideration in selecting a 
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,.< J. 00 
' .9 0, 995 
11, 8 0.989 
17. 8 0. 985 
Z3.8 0.980 
Z6. 9 0.971 
".9 0.938 O.Oll 0.00352 
Z9.3 0. 91Z 0. 060 0.00950 " .. 0.764 O. l09 0.0332 
31. 0 0.681 0.352 0.058 
ll. I 0 . 579 0. 630 0.100 
n .7 0 .465 t. 140 0.18 1 
33.9 0.337 2.0 3 O. ]Zl 
35.7 0,269 2.79 0.443 
39.0 0. 190 4.09 0.849 
43.8 0.130 5.24 0.831 
53.5 0.099 6. 15 0.978 
150.4 0.097 6.26 0. 995 
APPENDIX W 
TABLE I 
Dl!.ta from Air Permeability Cell 
for Uncon.olidated Sample. 
F ine Sand (C. E. f 1 3) 
, • 0, 371 Pb ,.., " 41. 0 e m. 
Knw o Z,~,,' Sr " 0.167 
A " 3. 7 .e · 0. 314 




30.8 0. 982 
31. 8 0.950 O.OOZ34 0.000935 
34. 8 O,9l6 0,00700 0.00280 
36. 8 0, 90 1 0.0 115 0,00480 
39.8 0,855 O,Ol98 0.0119 
42, 8 0. 788 0.0808 0.0 32 
45,8 0.718 0. 150 0.060 
48 , 8 0,827 0, l '9 0,104 
'2,8 0.503 0.486 0, 194 
57. 7 0,393 0 , 886 0.354 
64. 8 0.314 t. 39 0,556 
7 1,7 0,273 1.74 0.696 
74.4 O,28Z 1, 8' 0, 735 
92.1 0.2 17 2.20 0,880 
150, I O, I H Z. 47 0.989 
TO\Iehet Sill t.o.m 
(0. E, Il, 
, • 0.485 Pbi'\' " 75.0 em. 
Knw " 0.601" Sr 0 0,270 
A' 1. 8Z 'e o O,349 
P,n S Kenw K , .. 
(em,) ,,~ 
l . 9 I, 00 
n.8 I, 00 
17.8 I. 00 
ZZ.8 1.00 
ll.8 0.998 





77. 8 0.948 0.041360 0.00060 
82. 3 0.892 0.0069 0.00 11 5 
87 .7 0.821 0.0157 0.0282 
97.8 0.7 19 0.0506 0. 0844 
107.6 0.841 0. 105 0. 175 
I ll.O 0.552 0. 185 0. 308 
142.6 0.49Z 0.264 0.440 
177.0 0,424 0.359 0.800 
207.2 0.383 0. 418 0.895 
25 
Fraa:menled Mixture 
(iranulated clay + fraimented 
aandaton, + volcanic 'and) 
• 0 0.443 Pb ' T ' 17. 2 e m, 
Knw " 11. 3,,' Sr • O. Z76 
A 0 2.89 'e 0 0.3Z1 
Pc ' " S Kenw K " .. 
(em.) ,,~ 
10. 9 0.991 
13. 0 0. 978 
14. I 0,989 
15.0 0.96Z 
16,0 0.95 1 
17. 0 O,9l4 O.OZ I 0.0018l 
18. 4 0.87 1 0. 173 0.0 150 
23.8 0, 562 3,14 0.278 
30. 5 0.415 6,56 0.581 
37,7 0 , 348 8.90 0,788 
53.7 0,303 10, 4 0.920 
Frarmented Fox Hill 
I ) Sandatone 
• 0 0. 47 P
b
,,\, • 10,3 
Knwo 30,01" Sr oO . 30 
A 0 1,92 'e' 0.ll9 
Pc'" S Kenw Krnw 
(em . ) ,,~ 
'.9 1. 00 
' . 9 I. 00 
7, 6. 0.9n 
9. l 0.958 0.0 144 0.000480 
10.0 0,860 0.600 0. 0200 
12. 4 0. 776 3. zo 0. 107 
15. 3 0.663 4.88 0,163 
17.8 0,554 9. ZO 0. 365 
ZI. 5 0. 485 15.7 0.52 3 
25.6 0,416 ZO,O 0.867 
za . 9 0.397 22.0 O. H4 
33.8 0.37 5 2]. " 0.780 
46.6 0. 339 Z5.4 0.848 
58.0 0.331 27.0 0.900 
T AB LE l 
Data from Uqllid Permeamete r Colum n, 
for Uneonaolidate d Samplea 
Vole-ilie Sand F ine Sand (C. E. , 13) 
Touchet Silt linm 
(G. E. III 
• • O. 365 P b h ' IS. 8 em. • • 0. 360 ~b/'!' · 41. 0 em . • • 0 .-4 69 Pb/'!' " 6-4 . 0 e m . 
K " 11. 0 ,,' I) • 9. 0 Kw · l.85 j.1 " " . 1-4. 6 Kw · 0. 500 ,,1 " • 5. 6 
Pel'!' K K 5 Pd' K •• K .. 5 Pe l '!' K K,. 5 •• .. •• 
(em. ) ", (em.) ", (em.) ", .. , 11 .0 1.00 11.3 l.85 I. 00 6 . 10 0.500 1. 00 
0.0 11 .0 I. 00 ll.O l.85 1.00 S. lO 0. 497 t .OO 
11 .9 10 . n 0.980 25.2 2.85 I. 00 n.l 0. -470 O. &40 
13. 3 9. 75 0.885 n. 9 l . 85 I. 00 60.0 0 . 364 O. H8 
18. 0 5. 56 0.506 36. 9 2.6 l 0. 92 H . I 0.298 0. 595 
ZZ.2 1.26 0. 114 41. 6 2. 03 0.7}i 6 3. 9 0.136 0.276 
29. 7 0.06 -4 0. 0058 44 . 7 1. 075 .. , 9l.9 0.069 O. t18 
-40.0 0.00 545 O. OOOSO 50. 9 O. l UI 0.0-4 5 103. 7 0.On5 0. 065 
5-4 . 9 0. 0434 0.0 1S2 0.334 124.-4 0.01-4 0.02.6 
14 9. -4 0.0050 0.010 
Cia" Beada Fraimcnled Mixture Fragmenle d Fox Hill ( l) 
("3M" ft30 · li505) (granulated cl"y + fragme nted Sand'ione 
sandatone + yoleanie s a nd) 
• " .l83 Pbh · 29 em. • • . 4-4 1 Pb ' '!' " 18.li ,m. • • 0.li03 Pbh" 20.5 em . 
Kw " 10.5,,' It' lO 
Kw " 15.0,,' " . 10 . 9 Kw " 16. 1,, ' I) " 9.3 
Pe l '!' K •• K 5 Pel'!' K •• K,. 
S Pc ' '!' K. K .. S .. 
(em . ) ", (em .) ", (em. ) (" 
10. 7 10. 4 I. 00 '-' I S. O I. 00 7. 85 16. I ••• 
16. -4 10. 4 t. 00 10.2 14. 9 0. 993 II. 3 16. I LO 
24.8 10.6 1.00 Il.l 14.75 0.983 
13. 8 I S. S5 0.967 
l8. I .. " 0.945 16.6 1-4 . 2 0.9-46 15. -4 13. I 0.815 
29. 0 8.08 0.770 18.7 11 .8 0.786 
17.7 I I. 1 0.128 
lO • • -4.60 0. 4 51 n . 4 1. 56 o . t 04 
n.2 7.74 0. 48 
lO. , 2.61 O. Zli4 2-4 .3 0.721 0.048 27.2 I. 68 0. 104 
31. 2 I. -485 0. 1-41 24.2 0.672 0.045 31. 0 O.ll O.O Zl 
n . 8 0.523 0. 0498 27. 5 0. 189 O. Oi lS 
31.5 0.057 0 . 0036 
32.9 0.383 0. 0)46 34. 2 0. 01 91 0.00 121 0.376 -43. 1 0.0 18 1 O. DO H 0.358 
31. I 0.0925 O. 0088 
31. 2 0. 051 0. 005-4 "'. , 0.0-42 0 . 0040 
-4 2.6 0.0110 0.00 18 
-41.0 0.010-4 0.0010 0. 11 7 
F .... ' menled Lambe .. , Clay Sand (C. E. "l Sand (USSL f )4-45) 
Kw ' Z. l ,, ' Pbh" 17. 5 em. Kw · 3. 05 ,, ' Pb''!' • 
38 em. Kw
" t. 48j.1l Pb''!' • 43 em. 
It • 3. II " • 10.0 " • 10. I 
Pel y K •• K .. S Pe l '!' K •• K,. 5 
Pc l y K •• K .. 5 
(em.) ", (em . ) ", (em.) ", 
4. 50 Z.20 1. 00 ••• 3.05 1. 000 29.2 1. 480 1. 00 
7.02 Z. 11 0.96 1-4.6 3.03 0.993 -43.6 1. 100 0. 74 3 
18. 10 1. 225 0 . 5-44 21.9 2.39 0.184 52. -4 O. Zl8 0. 1-47 
31. -4 0. 142 O. 0645 l8 .8 l . 1-4 0 . 105 66 . Z 0. 0 188 0. 01l7 
38.li 0.1 30 0. 0590 37. I I. 38 5 0. -4 54 61.6 0. 0 184 0.0 12-4 
69.5 0.0 1-4 5 0.007 42. 9 O. 763 0.257 73.6 0. 0072 0.00-49 
4 6.6 0.430 0. 14 1 
5 1. J 0. 160 0.0&25 
60. 5 0. 0 3)4 0.0 1095 
Z6 
TABLE 3 
Data from Liquid Permeameter for 
Cons olidated Rock Cores 
Berea Sandstone Hygiene Sandstone from 
(Core perpendicular to bedding Pierre formation 
planes) (No visible bedding planes) 
t/I=0.206 Pb ' l' " 4l. 0 em . , " 0.250 Pbil''' 54. a em. 
Kw " 0.481 /A1 1'1 - 11 . 1 K - 0.178/A1 w 1'1 '" 14. I 
P el l' S K,w K Pe h S K,w K cow rnw 
(em . ) (/A 1) (em .) (/A ~) 
11.5 1. 00 0,484 1. 00 13. 3 1. 00 O. 178 1. 00 
20. 5 1. 00 0. 481 1. 00 18.4 1. 00 O. 178 1. 00 
31. 9 O. 990 0.469 0. 976 27.4 1. 00 0, 177 1. 00 
35 . 9 O. 985 0,458 0.955 44.9 0.995 0. 175 0.985 
4 3.7 O. 92:6 0, 333 0.695 5 1. 3 0.975 O. 161 0.904 
48.0 O. 778 0, 095 O. 197 54 . I 0.960 0. 135 0,814 
50 . 2: O. 706 0,0475 0 . 0990 56 . 6 o. no 0.0950 0.530 
62:. 4 0. 476 0,00450 0.00930 59. 3 0,865 0.047 O. 2:65 
88,4 0, 345 62:. 1 0. 817 0,026 O. 144 
116. 9 O. 313 67,7 0.756 0 . 0077 0.043 
75, I 0.690 0,0020 0 . 0110 
85 . 2: 0.643 
100,6 0.604 
TABLE 4 
Data from Air Permeameter for 
Consolidated Rock Cores 
Berea Sandstone Hygiene Sandstone from 
(Core eut perpendicula r to Pie rre Formation 
visible bedding planes) (No visible be dding planes) 
j "' 0,2:06 Pb l \' "' 4 3 em, j a 0, 250 Pb / \' .. 54 em. 
Knw " 0, 348 j./z Sr = 0.299 K =0. 128/A1 nw Sr"0.577 
A = 3, 69 'e 2 0.144 A " 4.17 t/le "' 0.1 06 
Pc 1'1' S Kenw Krnw 
p , /v S Kenw K rnw 
(em. ) (/A 1) (em.) (j./Z) 
dry 0, 00 0.496 1.42 dry 0. 000 O. 171 
51. 0 0. 687 0, 00190 0. 00545 57 . 0 0.90 5 0. 00 126 0. 0098 5 
51,5 0,663 0, 00352: 0. 0101 57.8 0.890 0. 00300 0.02:34 
52.4 0,64 3 0. 00437 0,012:6 59.0 0.86 5 0,00580 0.0453 
54.0 0. 610 0. 0082:5 0, 02 37 62.0 0.813 0,0150 O. 11 7 
56.6 0. 556 0,0284 0.08 16 64 . 4 0. 785 0. 02:17 O. 169 
57.5 0. 540 0, 0407 0. 117 67.5 0.757 0. 02:94 0,230 
59. 3 0, 513 O. 0648 0, 186 70.8 0.72:3 0, 04 50 O. 352 
62.5 0.473 O. 104 0,2:99 75. 1 0.690 0, 0600 0.469 
67.5 0.434 0.148 0.425 85. 2: 0.643 0,0820 0, 640 
74. 3 0. 392 O. 2: 13 0.61 1 100.6 0. 604 O. 104 0,813 
85.0 0. 350 0.287 0. 82:5 
117.0 0, 318 0.330 0,948 
0. 244 0,42:5 1. 22 
0 175 o 469 I 35 
Z7 
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and liquid permeabil1ties as a function of' saturation 
and capill.ary pressure are predicted !'r0lD experimentally 
determined h¥draulic propert1es. The theory also des -
cribes the require:nents f'or similitude between any tva 
flev systems in porous media vhen occupied by tvo inml.s-
cible fluid phases when the nonvetting phase is static 
and tile flov at the vetting phMe is described by Darcy's 
lav. The requirements for sim111 tude are also expressed 
in tenDII of the hydraulic properties of' porous media. 
and liquid permeabil1ties as a function of saturation 
and capill.ary presoure are predicted .frOID experimentally 
determined lJ¥draulic properties. The theory also des -
cribes the requiremente for similitude between any tva 
flov syotems in porous media vhen occupied by tva immis -
cible fluid phases when the nonvetting phase ie otatic 
and the flov of the wetting JiJaSe is described by Darcy's 
lav . The requirements for similitude are also expressed 
in tel"ttlS of the hydraulic pt'operties of porous t:ledia. 
and liquid permeabilities as a function of' saturation 
and capill.ary pressure are predicted .from experimentally 
determined hydraulic properties. The theory alao des -
cribes the requirements for similitude between any tva 
flov systems in porous media when occupied by tva immis _ 
cible f'lu1d phases vhen the nonvetting phase is static 
and the flov of the wetting phaSe is described by Darcy's 
lav. The requirements for similitude are alBa expressed 
i n tel"ttlS of the hydraulic propert ies of porous media . 
and liqUid permeabil1ties as a function of saturation 
and capill.ary preaeure are pt'edicted !'rom experimentally 
detennined hydraulic pt'operties. The theory als o deo-
cribes the require~nts for similitude qetween any two 
flO'.!' systems 1n porous media when occupied by tva immis -
cible fluid phases when the nonwetting phase is static 
and the flov of the wetting phase is described by Darcy's 
lav. The requirements for similltude are also expressed 
in terms of the hydraulic pt'operties of porous media. 
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